3D-QSAR and receptor modeling of tyrosine kinase inhibitors with flexible atom receptor model (FLARM).
A set of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitors was investigated with the aim of developing 3D-QSAR models using the Flexible Atom Receptor Model (FLARM) method. Some 3D-QSAR models were built with high correlation coefficients, and the FLARM method predicted the biological activities of compounds in test set well. The FLARM method also gave the pseudoreceptor model, which indicates the possible interactions between the receptor and the ligand. The possible interactions include two hydrogen bonds, one hydrophobic interaction, and one sulfur-aromatic interaction, which are in accord with those in the pharmacophore model given by the scientists at Novartis. This shows that the FLARM method can bridge 3D-QSAR and receptor modeling in computer-aided drug design. Pharmacophore can be obtained according to these results, and 3D searching can then be done with databases to find the lead compound of EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors.